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The President’s Column
By Tom Lyden, WCBA President 2016

R is for Rambling Rant
It’s 2016 and I am raising three kids. They are young – 0, 2 and 4,
and I am 36. I type proficiently, am able to trouble shoot basic IT problems, and would give myself a solid B grade for civilian technology skills.
My technological kingdom boasts two iPads, an iPod touch, several
iPhones in various stages of decay, two laptops, and two televisions
equipped with AppleTV (I am a “cord-cutter”). Everyday I wonder, how
many parts of our brains are being corrupted by our constant exposure to
the screens and all they deliver? How much of our social life is augmented
due to the false sense of interpersonal contact? What is dangerous? What is a necessary to simply be
a participant in our current society? I know there are effects, and I know some will be negative.
Children today are often referred to as “screen natives” when describing how they assimilate
current technology and gadgetry due to the fact that screens have existed in their realm since their picture posted on Facebook three minutes after birth. Mine are no exception. My two-year-old can navigate to apps he desires and mess with the settings how he sees fit. Honestly, I believe his numbers
and letters mainly come from exposure to the characters on the screens. My four-year-old can read
and write just enough to search on a web browser, navigate YouTube, and to browse the Lego collection on Amazon. Both can take pictures and videos, albeit a truly annoying use of memory. They can
turn off ringers, ignore phone calls, etc. Soon they will surpass me in their knowledge of current
computer technology and the very real social web that is the internet and social media. It makes me
very uncomfortable.
In my teenage years I was very influenced by A Sand County A lmanac and Walden, and I actively mocked my college friends who had cell phones before they were the norm. Today, I feel a sort
of push-and-pull between a folksier style of living, and the utility, entertainment and simple allure of
current technology. This is even more complicated when trying to be a good parent and worrying
about all the unknown unknowns of constant exposure to the screens - what horrible side-effects will I
be responsible for in the coming decades? The reality of it is that the sophistication is growing faster
than I can track. WTF is Minecraft? Why is it so important to reply quickly to a post on Instagram?
Why do teenagers love to dye their hair so many colors (I am just going to blame this on technology)?
From what I read on the internet there is no answer yet. We are still waiting for science, or
more likely tort lawyers, to tell us about our Opti-Grab1 moment before we are willing to really identify the limits of acceptable use. It is hard to imagine that attention spans are not adversely affected
by the constant stimulation, the light radiation on our eyes messes with our melatonin levels and
makes sleeping more difficult, and the easy interpersonal connections obtained through online avenues makes us less apt to actually go into the world for community, commerce, friendship, etc. But
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surely we are getting something in return, right?
I believe we are. I believe the history apps, or whatever we use to collect and disseminate
information in the future, will reveal we were the first few generations in a new enlightenment.
Maybe it will be short-lived and the robots will enslave us, but I doubt it. I have no idea how much
Facebook and Twitter were responsible for the various rebellions around the globe in the past few
years, but it sounds like a few rabble-rousers were able to rally huge numbers of people in protest
in a very short period of time by using battery operated gadgets that fit in your pocket. Furthermore, we know that our own government was/is nearly obsessed with collecting as much data as
they are able of their own people because…well…just in case. It appears there is a brave new
world at hand and we get to witness its first years. I also believe that cars (and planes and boats
and semis and trains) will operate by computer very soon, and my DUI practice will be a thing of
the past (and this is a really good thing!). Really cool things are constantly happening in the realm
of technology, and they happen very quickly to me. But to today’s children it is the norm and is not
happening as nearly as quickly to them.
There are no screen natives practicing law yet. They are still young, but they are about to enter the world as adults. Today I see and hear a lot of criticism of millennials and their shortcomings, and how easy they have it, and how soft their work ethic is. When I hear this I see Mr. Wilson2 yelling at Dennis to get off his lawn and it sounds so like the broken record that is the criticism
of the youth. I encourage us to remember that the whole social experience – from buying stuff, to
making friends, to falling in love, to getting a job, to discussing civic life, to whatever the hell the
kids are doing today – is continuously becoming more entwined with technology and will one day
be too hard for our aging minds to keep up with. The next generations will be required to have
multiple email addresses, will get legal service electronically, will bank on computers, and do
things we cannot even imagine yet through the microchip embedded in their pinky toe. Cut the
youth some slack. In fact, try to remember that all the annoying technological things you observe
in the youth is simply their reaction to a rapidly changing environment.
Endnotes
1 – Yes, this a reference to The Jerk.
2 – Do you see Joseph Kearns, the comic strip Mr. Wilson, or Walter Matheau in your version?
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!
Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work. Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both
Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assistance you need, when you need it. Professional and dependable. Can work on-site or off-site at
my own well-equipped home office. Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3
hours.
Contact me directly as follows:
Carol Sheppard (770)366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com.
Assistance in Serious Cases: J ust moved to Bellingham. Recently licensed in Washington,
with 42 years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past
two years, and 12 years as a trial judge. Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases
- criminal and civil. Contact: Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net.
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Deciding Liberty via Video: the new era of responsible justice in Whatcom County?
By Darrin Hall
The Whatcom County Superior Court Judiciary recently decided to hold first appearance jail proceedings via video conference.
It is easy to think about this issue in terms of people being accused of bad things therefore concerns
about these people are secondary to the concerns of ordinary, law-abiding citizens. I hope the local
Bar will recognize the greater injustice occurring through the use of video conferencing: the appearance of treating people accused of crimes as second-class citizens. Whether a legal violation
occurs through the use of video conferencing is not, nor should it be, the point.
Video conference appearances mean the judicial officer, the court clerk, and the prosecuting attorney are in a courtroom on the 5th floor of the county courthouse, while the defense attorney and defendants are in the jail. The parties communicate via closed circuit video feed. The purpose of this
article is not to question the legality of this process. Indeed, it is a process used throughout the
state. My purpose is to question the moral propriety of video feed court proceedings for the criminally accused.

For everyone’s understanding, a first appearance for in-custody defendants in Superior Court consists of the following: a reading for probable cause, a determination of probable cause, and a bail
hearing where an amount of bail is determined along with other release conditions. Prior to midJanuary, in the jail courtroom were the defendants, corrections deputies, the court clerk, a judicial
officer, the public defender/defense counsel, and the prosecuting attorney.
When in the process of addressing the criminally accused did we dehumanize them to the point of
not even having the decency to address them in person? Other than ‘because we can,’ I can think of
only two practical reasons for using video conferencing: efficiency and/or safety.
The Rules of Professional Conduct and the Canons of Judicial Ethics are not the holy grail of ethical or moral conduct. These rules set a baseline regarding the level of professionalism we should
expect of one another both in and out of the courtroom. These rules do not address human dignity.
They simply address the dignity of the profession, responsibilities to clients, and respect for the system and the rule of law.
To use efficiency as an excuse for video conferencing simply does not pass the smell test. The jail
courtroom is less than 400 feet from the judicial officers’ chambers. It takes a maximum of three
minutes to walk down stairs, cross a 30 foot walkway, and enter the jail elevator to then walk down
a 50 foot corridor into the jail courtroom. It is not more efficient to use video conferencing as op(Continued on page 6)
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posed to simply showing up in court. In fact, having done the first appearances via video conferencing, I can confirm that video conferencing actually increases the length of the proceedings. The estimated increase per case is about two to three minutes due to having to scan documents back and
forth between the jail courtroom and the courtroom on the 5th floor of the county courthouse.
Potentially, safety could be a valid reason for video conferencing. In this instance, however, for judicial officers to avoid the jail for a safety concern is short-sided for the following reasons:
1 The Court inherently admits liability for the County if defense counsel is harmed by a safety/
security breach. If it was too unsafe for the judicial officers to show up, why are other county
employees being put at risk?
2 The Court diminishes the value of the judicial officer in court proceedings. Most people value
the justice system at some level. Even the most hardened criminal still knows he needs to behave in front of the robe. Now the judicial officer is nothing more than a character in a TV
show. In fact, I would argue removing the judicial officer from the courtroom increases the security risk as there is no incentive for the defendants to maintain composure during this very
stressful time. (In fact, as of January 26, there have been multiple occasions of defendants acting out while acknowledging it didn’t matter because the judge wasn’t there in person.)

3 The appearance of fairness is eliminated. The judge and prosecutor are together in one location
appearing together. The defendant and the defense attorney, as far as the defendant knows, are in
some far off location. I can only imagine, from the criminally accused standpoint, it certainly
looking like the prosecutor and the judge are on the same team.
4 There is no substantive danger; only perceived danger. I have been practicing in Whatcom
County for nearly six years and there has not been one incident of a judicial officer being attacked. In fact, in my nearly ten years of practice, I have never seen a judge attacked in a jail
courtroom.
The issue, in my opinion, is one of human dignity. A person’s liberty hangs in the balance as a
judge decides to hold someone on bail or release them on a promise to reappear. How can such a
decision be adequately made if a judicial officer hasn’t even assessed the defendant in person? But
more importantly, why would someone want to make that determination without seeing them in person? So, really the human dignity issue turns on our capacity for human decency.
I understand the easy response to my argument is that ‘other places do it.’ I will save you the time
of pointing out the irrationality of this position other than to say that if we responded this way to
every quandary in society, we would still be conducting ourselves in a manner more suited for the
1850’s rather than 2016.
(Continued on page 7)
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I am, and have always been, struck by how impersonal a courtroom tends to operate. It doesn’t
matter how polite or inviting the judge is, courtrooms seem dark and cold (figuratively, not in actuality). Maybe this is because we are obligated to our oaths, our professional responsibilities, and
our previously ingrained formalities. But those things do not excuse courts from treating people
facing jail time and loss of liberty with respect and with some level of human decency. Judicial officers have the weighty responsibility of deciding. Deciding comes in many forms, but in the criminal justice world deciding comes in the form of allowing and disallowing liberty. There is no more
hallowed decision than that. It’s not money, it’s not property, it’s not taxes, it’s not evictions, and
it’s not child custody battles. To have a person stand before you while you decide their freedom is
the most important role of judicial officers.
Now courts are making liberty decisions from behind a TV screen. No decency for the person accused. Why? The answer seems aloof. It isn’t efficiency. It’s not in response to an actual threat of
security breaches. It seems to me that the answer, to be blunt, is about treating the criminally accused as if they just aren’t worth legitimate consideration.
Judicial officers should be in the courtroom addressing the criminally accused in person. The defendant deserves that. The dignity of the courtroom deserves it too. A judicial officer is not merely
a person with a gavel making decisions. A judge is the symbol of the profession, rule of law, and
even-handed justice. To remove the judicial officer from the presence of the person and people she/
he is judging lessens the value of the process. In this case, the cure is to simply walk across the
hallway, replace the TV’s with a live judge, and go back to the system that was more efficient, just
as safe, and that didn’t take away from the dignity of the process.
Darrin Hall
Senior Deputy
Whatcom County Public Defender’s Office
dhall@co.whatcom.wa.us
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LAW ANNUAL MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, February 3, 2016– Northwood Hall
Call to Order
Rajeev D. Majumdar, Chair
A Look Back at 2015
Special Recognition of Outstanding Volunteers
Staff Recognition

Emma Clark
Jillanna Furgason
Zay McShane
Catherine O’Connell Narrisa Deal
Zoie Gaidos
Michael Heistand

Michael Heatherly
David Henken
Margaret Delp
Jennifer Peterson
Lynn McKinster

Bernadette Zuzarte
Celia DePaolis
Penny Henderson
Mieka Rhoads
Jill Bernstein
Jaclyn Reynolds
Christina Nichols

Ratification of Board Members and 2015 Officers
New Board Members:
Thomas Lyden, Serving Ex Officio as the W hatcom County Bar A ssociation Bar President
Ziad Youssef, Attor ney-at-law
Karen Phillips, Attor ney-at-law
Board Members Renewing Terms
Bryan Page, Attorney-at-law
Lisa M. Keeler, Attorney-at-law
Mary Kay Robinson, Real Estate Broker
Officers:
Lisa Keeler, Chair
Karen Phillips, Vice Chair
Bryan Page, Secretary
Alan Knutson, Treasurer
Rajeev D. Majumdar, Past Chair
Introduction of Remaining Current Board Members
Jim Britain
Betsy Brinson
Stephen Gockley
Dan Parsons Mary Ellen Shields Junga Subedar
Advisory Board Members:
Kirsten Barron
Dennis Williams
Closing Remarks
Lisa Keeler, Chair-Elect
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Drug Problem
By Michael Heatherly

“I’m so mean, I make medicine sick.”
Muhammad Ali
One thing you don’t want with any kind of drug transaction is complications. Whether you’re picking up
your allergy pills at Rite-Aid or scoring crack in the alley behind Rite-Aid, all you want is to hand your
money to someone, get your stuff, and get out of there. If there’s more involved it’s probably trouble. I
was reminded of this recently when I became entangled in a $1,200 drug deal gone bad, even though it
was perfectly legal.
It started out when I was referred by my doctor to a specialist for a health issue that is neither terminal,
contagious, nor pertinent to this story except that it’s something I’d like taken care of. After a couple
months’ wait I got into Dr. Specialist, with whom I hit it off instantly. It was obvious we share a passion
for anatomy and physiology, he as a dedicated healer and I as a dedicated hypochondriac. After discussing potential courses of treatment we agreed to start with the simplest: prescription of a generally safe
drug—let’s call it Formula X--that sometimes clears up this problem without further treatment being required. Dr. Specialist sent the prescription to my pharmacy and I was good to go.

Heading to the pharmacy I imagined myself living in radiant, blissful health like the people in drug advertisements, freed from their viruses, bacteria and organ failure by the benevolent geniuses at our nation’s great pharmaceutical corporations. Likewise, I basked in the warm glow of financial security afforded by one of our most prestigious health insurance carriers.
I arrived at the pharmacy counter bursting with anticipation, proudly identifying myself by name and
birthdate, although I admit I mumbled the year because the pharmacy clerk appeared to have been born
in about 2013. My enthusiasm plummeted when the clerk, staring dubiously at the computer screen, uttered in perfect customer-service faux congeniality, “Oh. I’m afraid your health insurance has declined to
cover this medication. Maybe you can appeal it.” I left crestfallen, my envisioned state of perfect health
delayed at the least.
Within a day or two I received a letter from some company I had never heard of that appeared to be a
contractor for my health insurance carrier. Evidently, this outfit’s job is to find reasons to deny coverage
for prescriptions. I suppose rejecting other types of claims keeps the insurance company’s own employees plenty busy, so they’ve outsourced the drug-turning-down business. I probably should be glad, as
this undoubtedly helps keep premiums down to the paltry $600 a month my employer pays to keep me
healthy enough to show up for work every day.
The rejection letter was a barely disguised fill-in-the-blanks affair. Of the 250 or so words explaining
why I didn’t qualify for this medication, approximately 245 were patently wrong. It was written by
(Continued on page 12)
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someone who either hadn’t seen my medical records, enjoys depriving people of medical care on general
principles, or had 100 of these letters to do that day and didn’t particularly care one way or the other. I
felt confident I could successfully appeal, but it would be a time-consuming process of ordering my chart
from the doctors and drafting a detailed response.
About a day later, I got unexpected good news. Dr. Specialist’s staff informed me they had known about
the denial and already successfully appealed it. I thanked them profusely and headed back to the pharmacy to pick up my supply of Formula X, whose attractiveness had only increased because of the difficulty in obtaining it.
Arriving again at the counter I identified myself and waited for the clerk to finally hand me the wonder
drug. Instead she stared at the computer screen with a facial expression I recognized from my previous
ill-fated visit. “I’m sorry, but the pharmacist has a couple of questions about this,” she said, motioning
to the “consultation” area of the pharmacy. As polite as her tone of voice was, she may as well have
been a TSA agent at Sea-Tac telling someone they had been selected for a full-body search.
I dutifully stepped over to the consultation area, a separate set of counters with small panels on the sides
for privacy, which apparently don’t work given that I was treated to a fellow customer’s attempt to minutely detail for the pharmacist the lice infestation that had befallen her household.
After dispensing information about a new form of lice treatment that certainly sounded to me like a step
up from whatever was being used before, the pharmacist turned her attention to me. After checking the
computer, she had two topics to discuss. First, she noted, the prescription as written appeared to call for
twice as many Formula X pills than are usually employed for the two-week period indicated. That
would be easy enough to clear up with a call to Dr. Specialist’s office, she quickly added. Second, she
wanted to alert me that a prescription of Formula X would have a “high co-pay.” While my health insurance had conceded that the prescription was legit, the medication plan for my coverage would pay only
half the full charge for this drug, the rest being my responsibility. I thought, W ell if this sets me back
fifty bucks or something that’s a small price to pay for my health, right?
“So, what exactly is the co-pay amount?” I asked.
“Well, it depends on which quantity is correct,” the pharmacist replied. “If it’s the smaller number that
we think it is then the co-pay would be $600 for the two-week supply. If it’s the larger quantity, then it
would be $1,200.”
Just like that my pharmacy visit turned into a Seinfeld episode. I would have been unsurprised if Elaine
and Kramer had stepped around the corner to mock me.
“Well, go ahead and check with the doctor on the quantity,” I said. “I’ll have to decide whether I’m willing to shell out that much of my own money.” Driving away I wondered whether anyone who isn’t an
actual addict pays $600 to $1,200 for a two-week supply of drugs. And if I hadn’t had health insurance,
it would have been $1,200 to $2,400.
I was somewhat comforted later when I Googled Formula X and learned that when the drug works it
(Continued on page 13)
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usually does so within a single two-week course. That was important financially because if I had to take
the stuff continuously it would have run me $15,600 a year, which would have forced me to make some
unpleasant choices regarding my lifestyle.
Then Dr. Specialist’s office did me another solid. They had been informed of the high co-pay and advised me they had in their hands a “zero co-pay” discount card provided by the manufacturer of Formula
X. The deal included a note of urgency, though, as the discount expired at the end of 2015, which was
two days away. I raced to Dr. Specialist’s office to pick up the card, which looked exactly like a Best
Buy gift card, but for drugs instead of big-screen TVs. Again thanking Dr. Specialist’s staff for the bang
-up patient service they were providing I returned to the pharmacy to grab my Formula X before the bells
tolled on 2015.
For the third time I announced myself to the pharmacy clerk, puckishly sliding my new Big Pharma discount card across the counter for effect. The clerk quickly entered the card info into the computer, nodded at the screen for a moment and said, “I’m afraid you’ll need to talk to the pharmacist about this.”
I’m glad to say I’ve never bought drugs on the street. I hear it’s a messy business. But I’m pretty sure I
could have bought two weeks’ worth of heroin on Railroad Avenue with less hassle than what I was encountering so far trying to get my mitts on a bottle of Formula X.
Back at the consultation window the pharmacist informed me that because I didn’t pick up the pills the
last time I was there they had cancelled the prescription. It would need to be re-authorized by Dr. Specialist’s office. I asked them to call right away as I preferred not to make a fourth trip back to the pharmacy. They tried but informed me that everyone at Dr. Specialist’s office was busy removing organs or
whatever and couldn’t reply. Once again I left the pharmacy, the state of my future health uncertain.
Hearing nothing for hours, and with the discount card’s expiration approaching ominously, I called the
pharmacy. Good news, they said. The prescription was re-authorized and waiting for me at the counter. I
hustled down for the fourth time and sighed with relief as the clerk produced the elusive $1,200 bottle of
pure Formula X.
“That will be $100,” she announced.
Indeed, while the discount card literally said “zero co-pay” in giant letters on the front, a line of subatomic-particle-sized print on the back limited the discount to $500 for the quantity I had been prescribed.
Fearing I was about to be sent to the consultation window again I handed over my $100, grabbed the
pills and got out of there.
As of this writing, I’m about halfway through my supply of Formula X and the results seem positive. I
hope it works because the thought of going through this process again makes me a little sick.
Michael Heatherly, a WCBA member since 1991, is executive director of LAW Advocates and serves as a
private mediator and arbitrator.
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By Scott Railton

1305 11th Street, Suite 301
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BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE
Cascadia Cross-Border Law

Bellingham, WA 98225

Tel: (360) 671-5945

srailton@cascadia.com

www.cascadia.com

Supreme Court to Review President’s Executive Actions Concerning 4
Million+ Undocumented Persons
This April, the U.S. Supreme Court will hear argument in the case of United States v. Texas. This is
headline news. I thought I’d provide a little detail here on the particulars, as the case is bound to impact persons and businesses locally.
United States v. Texas concerns President Obama’s announcement in 2014 that he would allow certain undocumented persons to obtain legal work authorization, if (a) they have children who are U.S.
citizens or lawful permanent residents and (b) if they can establish physical presence in the United
States since January of 2010.
Experts say the program would directly impact over 4 million undocumented persons living in the
United States. The program, described as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion, is commonly referred to as “Deferred Action for Parents of Americans” (DAPA). The program is similar to the previous action by the President, called “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals,” which has since 2012
benefited undocumented childhood arrivals who could demonstrate certain criteria.
Texas was joined by 25 other states, who sued to halt DAPA. Soon thereafter, 15 other states
(including Washington State), and the District of Columbia, filed amici briefs in favor. So far, Texas
et al. has been successful in enjoining the action. The Obama Administration sought Supreme Court
review, and now has it.
The Supreme Court will have to determine as a threshold matter whether the complaining states have
standing to bring the suit. Basically, to have standing, there has to be an actual conflict to decide, between parties with real interests in the matter. States can’t bring a lawsuit just because they don’t like
a federal government policy, particularly when that policy concerns an area of law typically reserved
to the federal government’s discretion (e.g. immigration to the U.S.).
So far, the lower courts have indeed found standing, because of various impacts (e.g. driver licensing). The Obama Administration in its request for review describes these as collateral consequences
of individual State policy, and not sufficient to grant standing.
The key question to be decided, if standing is found, is whether the Executive Branch has effectively
created immigration law. This has been the loudly voiced complaint of the right. The Obama Admin(Continued on page 15)
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istration argues that the authority has already been delegated by Congress to enforce immigration
laws, and inherent in that authority is this power to make decisions such as these. Further, the Administration points to the lack of funding for complete full enforcement, and describes this as a “tacit
acknowledgement” by Congress for the need for prosecutorial discretion decisions.
In response, Texas et al. acknowledge the concept of prosecutorial discretion, but describe the President’s actions as a sweeping overreach of power. They argue that discretion is to be exercised case
by case, and not to whole populations.
There is an administrative law component that the Supreme Court will also consider. Specifically, the
Court is presented with the question of whether the Department of Homeland Security must go
through public notice and comment procedures first, before implementing the action. The Texas District Court judge who originally heard the matter determined that DHS had violated such procedures.
Finally, and notably, the Supreme Court on its own accord asked both parties to address whether the
President is in violation of the “Take Care Clause” of the Constitution, which says the President
must “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”
Supreme Court experts say we can expect oral arguments towards the end of April, and a decision in
late June. In other news, both political parties have their national conventions for presidential nominations in late July.
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Second Thoughts – Truth-Tellers and Liars
By Michael Bersch
michael@berschlaw.com

In recent months, I found it necessary to review of some basic mathematics. I didn’t think this task would
take much time, but my time estimate was woefully wrong. It appears that I have forgotten much more than
I thought, or there is much I never properly learned (with my ego hoping for the former, but reality acknowledging the latter). While doing my review, I came across a classic logic puzzle of “Truth-tellers and Liars”,
and it occurred to me that there are some interesting comparisons between the puzzle and a criminal prosecution. There are many versions of the puzzle’s setup. Here is one:

You are taken into a large maze of a building with many hallways and doors. You finally
enter a room and are seated in front of a dais. On the dais is a person who looks down on
you, and this person says to you:
You have been brought here for reasons. On either side of me is a door. On my right
you see a door marked A; on my left you see a door marked B. One door opens to a hallway that leads to a dungeon where you will be held for an indeterminate time; the other
door opens to a hallway that leads to the outside world. In front of each door you see a
guard. The guards know each other. One guard always lies and the other guard always
tells the truth. You may ask only one question directed to one of the guards. After you
ask your question and receive an answer, I will ask you which door you choose to go
through.
Choose wisely!
So, what question do you ask, and then what door do you choose? While you cogitate the puzzle, assuming
you don’t already know the answer or don’t “google” it, let’s look at a recent case (Detective Michael A mes,
Respondent v. Pierce County, Appellant, No. 70851-1, slip op. (Wash. Ct. App. September 15, 2015)).
In 2010, Pierce County detectives investigated Michael Dalsing for sex crimes and child pornography. During the investigation the investigators found a photo on Michael Dalsing’s computer of “a naked adult woman lying on a bed with a naked pre-pubescent girl in a sexually explicit pose.” (Id. at 2)1 In early December,
that year, Lynn Dalsing was arrested and charged with child molestation and exploitation of a minor.
Detective Debbie Heishman [the lead detective on the case] stated in her declaration for
determination of probable cause that Dalsing was the woman in the photograph: “One
photograph depicted the defendant [Dalsing] lying on her bed, naked on her back with a
pre-pubescent girl . . . lying naked on her back on top of the defendant.” (Id. at 3.)
Detective Mike Ames, the other detective on the case and who specialized in computer forensics, had doubts
about the sufficiency of probable cause for the charges against Lynn Dalsing. In a June 2011 email response
to a question from Detective Heishman about whether Ms. Dalsing had any accounts or files on the computer, Detective Ames responded,
No, it appears that he [Michael Dalsing] was the computer person. There is no way you
can get by the defense that she will use which will be it was him and especially now that
he is pleading to it. I could easily link him to the child porn but not her. No way do I
(Continued on page 17)
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want to go back into that case to look for something I cannot prove. Definitely no link to
her and the child porn other than that one picture but we can’t see her so no way to prove
that either. I did look hard at the porn that was downloaded from the internet and nothing
leads back to her. I did look at that angle too especially after I found that one picture.
(Id. at 4.)2
Heishman forwarded Ames’ email to deputy prosecutor, Lori Kooiman, who responded to Ames noting that
the detectives and prosecutor needed to go through the evidence and stated,
I do have to provide your email to the defense. (Id.)3
But Kooiman did not disclose the email to the defense. Instead, on the eve of the trial in July 2011, prosecutors dismissed the charges without prejudice, stating “the photograph that is the basis for the current case …
is part of a known series of photographs not involving this defendant.” (Id.)4 Dalsing was then released from
jail where she had been for over seven months.
As you might expect, in March 2012, Dalsing filed a civil action against the County for false arrest and malicious prosecution. Although Detective Ames was not named as a defendant in the action, the complaint stated that Ames –
falsely and/or without probable cause identified photographs of Lynn Dalsing as posing
nakedly with a small, naked female child. … Ames … frustrated the efforts by Plaintiff
Dalsing’s criminal defense lawyer … to obtain copies of photographs that were the basis
for the prosecution … The police case file developed by Detectives … Ames and others,
contained information that clearly notified Pierce County detectives and Pierce County of
the falsity of their allegations. (Id. at 4-5.)
In July 2012, Dalsing made discovery requests for production, which included a request for all email communications. The County responded at the end of October, objecting to the requests as overbroad, vague,
outside the scope of discovery and privileged. Detective Ames was deposed in February 2013; when asked
about communication with the prosecutor’s office regarding the photograph, the County attorney instructed
Ames not to answer on work product grounds. So, Ames learned during the deposition that the County never
disclosed to defense counsel his June 2011 email exchange. After his deposition Ames hired an attorney to
represent him. In early March, Dalsing filed a motion to compel discovery and sought an in camera review
of the documents. Detective Ames followed with a motion to permit the documents to be filed under seal
under Rule CR 26(c). The County then, for the first time, filed a privilege log, and a week later filed responses opposing both Dalsing’s and Ames’ motions. In early April the court granted Ames’ motion, and
later that month granted Dalsing’s motion to compel and ruled the emails need not be filed under seal. In July, Ames filed a motion for his attorney fees and costs under CR 26 and CR 37, which the County opposed,
but the court granted. The County appealed the award.
Although the County gave three separate objections in its opposition to the award of fees and costs, the Court
of Appeals noted that these objections essentially boiled down to: “Ames’ motion was not a protective order
(Continued on page 18)
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for purposes of CR 26(c). “This argument [the court said] elevates form over substance.” (Id. at 11). Suffice to say that the Court of Appeals affirmed the award.
Second Thoughts:
Like our puzzle, at a criminal defendant’s pleading there are two parties before the questioner, the prosecutor
and the defendant. And like our puzzle, the questioner, the judge, will pose one (critical) question to one of
the parties.5 The crucial difference between our puzzle and our courtroom reality is, we know, or rather we
think we know, who is who. Prosecutors are truth-tellers and defendants are liars. (That is, the defendant is
a liar unless he pleads guilty. If he pleads guilty he is an occasional truth-teller.) Now, most of us, judges,
jurors, and persons-on-the-street, may claim that they can be neutral as to the parties, but our system belies
that. It would be the extremely rare felony case where the defendant is released without some constraints on
his or her liberty. After all, the underlying philosophy of bail is the dishonesty of the defendant. So, while
“Not Guilty” is accepted as a plea; it is not accepted as the truth. Charges and probable cause statements are
accepted as truth, thus the restraints on the defendant’s liberty. In theory, our system of justice is based on
“innocent until proven guilty;” in reality, it is “liar until proven guilty.” Once the defendant pleads “Not
Guilty,” the entire machinations of the prosecutorial system grind on to show that the defendant lied about
his plea.
In the Lynn Dalsing case, it seems clear that the Pierce County prosecutors and the investigating officers
knew early on that they lacked probable cause to arrest Dalsing, much less have evidence to prosecute her.
Yet, not only did the prosecution continue the case for months while Dalsing remained in jail, they obstructed justice by withholding exculpatory material from defense counsel which they had a duty to provide. Then
after dropping the charges, they maintained that their wrongful conduct was right and fought one of their
own. So for Dalsing the untruthfulness of the prosecution meant loss of liberty. For Detective Ames it
meant winning a court battle. But in some other extreme case it might mean loss of life.
In our puzzle, if the liar is an occasional truth teller or the truth-teller is an occasional liar, we cannot know
which door to choose. In our criminal justice system, if we are wrong about our assumed liar and the defendant turns out to be an occasional truth-teller or an always truth-teller, then his truth telling should combine with the prosecutor’s truth telling to give a just result, guilty or innocent. But, if our assumed truthteller, the prosecutor, is a liar, or even an occasional liar, then the system becomes corrupt; “winning the
case” trumps truth.
One might argue that A mes shows that where there is prosecutorial misconduct, defendants and even nonparties have legal remedies that can be pursued. While this is true, I would guess that it is only the more
egregious, higher-profile, felony cases, like A mes, where remedies can be sought and won. And this is only
possible when the defendant refuses to cop a plea. It is difficult to imagine that the prosecution did not offer
Dalsing a plea bargain up to the day before the trial when the charges were withdrawn. One might even surmise that it was the ability to offer a plea bargain that sustained the continuation of the initial untruth. The
ability to plea bargain allows coercion to be a factor. When coercion is a factor we should ask ourselves:
Are there any truth-tellers, or is it just liar versus liar?
Endnotes
1— The court quoting, in part, from Clerk’s Papers.
2— Email quoted in opinion, emphasis in the original email.
3— Email quoted in opinion, emphasis in the original email.
4— Quoted in opinion from court papers.
5— Ignoring preliminary procedural questions.
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Baby on Board”
Subtitle: Free Parenting Advice

You may or may not know, that like many
people without children, I love to share my wisdom about parenting with parents and criticize
them for doing it wrong. Especially with my haggard looking friends; I think they have appreciated
it for many years, so I am not sure why they all
seem to be cackling with delight and saying “now
it is our turn to feed all of your advice back to you.”

Introducing WSBA# 39753–B

I mean it is quite obvious I already know all my best advice. Now that SaRa and I are expecting our first child mid-May, I have a fairly confident vision of what life will look like 2 years
from now:
The child, having never been allowed a nightlight or to have tasted sugar, will wake early in the
morning to prepare for the day. First, the child will roll up their futon sleeping mat from the kitchen floor and put it away in a disciplined fashion, before playing harp music to wake me up. I will
then rise and greet the child in an affectionate yet calm manner before giving it its hard-boiled egg
and strips of rare beef to start its day. I will then leave for the day, allowing the child under the
watch of its grandparents to study math and foreign languages, with occasional breaks to do manual labor around the property or to practice at the harp. When I return home at the end of the day, I
will reward the child by allowing it to educate me on what it learned that day– I will then give it a
kindly but critical review of its pedagogy. We will then sit to eat, and if Unca’ Bryan Page stops by,
the child will politely ask how it can make our guest more comfortable, and then smoothly pour an
IPA into a chilled glass for him, before pouring me some mead. I will then play some math games
with the child, before some more harp playing, and then having the child unroll its futon on the
kitchen floor to go to sleep at light’s out. On weekends, I will teach it the finer points of commerce,
duty and civil government. When the child is 6, I shall send it to serve as a file clerk at one of the
larger law firms in the big city of Bellingham, and on the weekends it shall be apprenticed to a general contractor such that it might learn to work with its hands in a useful way.
Just so.
You will notice my use of the word “it,” which I must use as its gender shall not be known
until the birth (or as my Fairhaven students might say: ‘its white patriarchy-driven gender assign(Continued on page 20)
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ment at birth’). I don’t use the word “ it” out of some misguided attempt to equalize the methodology
of the raising of a boy child from a girl child, or that fathers and mothers should parent the same.
No, unlike in my 20s, I now subscribe very heavily to the idea that they are very different creatures.
A girl child is a blessing for a father, and a boy child is a blessing for a mother. Daughters are destined to reject the identity of their mother from which they cannot easily escape, resulting in at least
metaphysical violence, while sons are destined to kill their fathers in possible actual violence. Perhaps after the age of 27 true peace can be reached, but before then beware the children!
Plus, if I were to have a son, I could just lean back and trust the institutional norms to vaguely carry
him into a position where he will earn 40% more than a woman while doing the same amount of
work, or know that there is virtually nowhere he might accidently wander, where not covering his
face will result in his stoning or hanging. A daughter on the other hand, would require direct “leanin” training from day 1, and probably Tae-kwon-do. I read a study that there is a direct correlation
between whether a judge has a daughter and the likelihood of a woman plaintiff’s claim for employment discrimination prevailing. And while I have already declared mental war on those parts of the
world where women are kept as chattel, having a daughter would probably require me to start writing letters to my elected representatives requesting that they instate a police-action and carpet bomb
such areas, in case my child is to wander there later in life. With a son, all I have to do between the
ages of 12 and 18, is try to trick them into thinking they can’t possibly kill me, such that they do not
try.
I read another study that while all parents say they love all of their children equally, that in reality
they are all liars. Fortunately, when this child is born, I will most likely be able to say it is my favorite child (aside from the Chinchilla), assuming it does not cry or make a mess. Fortunately, as you
can tell from the above, I am already a parenting expert, so I am sure there will be no unexpected
complications… unless of course there are, and then they must be SaRa’s fault. We are already having disagreements about raising the child: I say we have to bail it out of jail, she says it should stay
there in Chief Jones’s custody as a lesson. Either way, I guarantee that if WSBA# 39753-B ends up
in jail, it’s because it was neglecting its harp lessons.
~R!
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RFP - Request for Prosecution and Indian Child Welfare Case Services
The Nooksack Indian Tribe is requesting qualified attorneys and law firms to submit statements in response
to this Request For Proposals. The legal services include attendance and preparation for hearings to represent the Nooksack Indian Tribe as prosecutor before Nooksack Indian Tribe Tribal Court on crimes as set
forth in the Nooksack Criminal Code, as well as any state or federal proceedings which fall within the Prosecutor’s responsibilities. Hearings that include Prosecutor duties normally occur on Wednesdays, and require availability via phone other days.

In addition, the legal services would include representing the Nooksack Indian Tribe as Child Welfare Attorney on Indian Child Welfare proceedings in both the Nooksack Indian Tribe Tribal Court and such
Washington State Courts as applicable under the Nooksack Youth Code. Hearings that include Child Welfare Attorney duties normally occur on the Whatcom County Dependency docket, and require availability
via phone other days.
Responses to the subject RFP should be directed to the Office of the Tribal Attorney, mailed to P.O. Box
63, or hand delivered to 5047 Mt. Baker Highway, #200, Deming, Washington 98244. The Nooksack Indian Tribe will conduct its first review of proposals that are delivered to, or postmarked by Monday, January
25, 2016.
Persons interested in receiving a digital copy of the RFP must contact Ms. Sue Gearhart, Office of Tribal
Attorney, Nooksack Indian Tribe at sgearhart@nooksack-nsn.gov.
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Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $6.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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Whatcom County Bar Association
January 6, 2015 Meeting Minutes
12:15 pm Meeting called to Order by President Tom Lyden
Introductions
The following Guests were introduced:
Sue Strand
Brad Furlong – District 2 Governor and today’s guest speaker.
Jen Petersen (Apologies for any misspelling) was welcomed; she completed requirements for Limited License Legal Technician licensure and will be accepting Family Law clients with low/moderate means income.
Limited License Legal Technician issue of admission to bar association was raised. President Lyden will put it
on the agenda for future discussion.
December Minutes unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report for December unanimously approved;
Olivia Burkland the outgoing Treasurer was thanked for her dedicated service!! We cannot thank her enough!
Upcoming Events:
Commissioner Henley announced the upcoming Mock Trials Competition February 20th, Raters needed for three
different sessions a sign-up sheet was circulated.
Committee Reports:
LAW Advocates Report:
- Micheal Heatherly announced the following:
1.
Receipt of a single $1,000.00 donation from a local church based on a parishioner who extremely happy with the service received by a Tenant Clinic volunteer. A total of over 3500 in miscellaneous donations were received by the end of the 2015.
2.
The Law Advocates Board passed the budget. There was an 8% increase in grants.
3.
LAW Advocates will be looking at hiring a contract attorney to work on Domestic Violence cases and direct representation for family law issues.
4.
Save the dates for upcoming events for the year: February 3, 2016 Law Advocates annual
meeting; June 25, 2016 Lake Padden Triathlon; August 19, 2016 WCBA hosting Annual Golf Tournament at
Sudden Valley; and October 21, 2016 Lawyer’s Take Orders charity Event.
- Volunteers for the month were announced with appreciation prize drawing won by Phil George.

Old Business: A lively discussion was held about what to do with the Elmo and projector currently stored in Tom
Lyden’s office. Paula McCandlis suggested it be stored with at the court house for ease of availability.
New Business:
Kenneth Karlburg interested in forming a committee regarding the new court rule for mandatory mediation. Doug Shepherd voiced interest in participating.
Speaker: Brad Furlong, District 2 Governor, Washington State Bar Association. Brad announced this is his third
and final year on the BOG. His tenure will end September and his replacement will be announced at the end of
September. He made a plea for anyone interested to submit an application. Brad provided an overview services
the Washington State Bar provides and and update on the work of the BOG, followed by a discussion of his views
on the direction and future of legal practice in Washington.
Adjourned at 1:30 pm
By: Submitted by Lisa Saar

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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